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Direct measurements of the energy distribution of energetic neutrals incident onto the cathode of a
dc glow discharge are presented. The measurements are performed by time-of-flight analysis of
neutrals escaping through a cathode orifice. The experimental results are found to be in excellent
agreement with Monte Carlo simulations, although the forward angle of the neutrals considered is
limited in the present experimental configuration. It is found that the commonly used theories for the
production of energetic neutrals through charge exchange in the cathode sheath do not capture the
neutral energy distribution over the range of discharge voltage studied. © 2007 American Institute
of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2711416�

Energetic neutrals formed by collisions with accelerated
ions in the sheaths of direct-current �dc� discharges contrib-
ute to secondary electron emission, electrode erosion, and
discharge gas heating. While many measurements have been
made of the ion energy distribution in dc sheaths and a good
agreement is seen with theoretical predictions,1–3 with the
exception of one preliminary indirect attempt,4 there seems
to be no direct measurements of the energy distribution of
neutrals at the cathode in dc discharges. This is despite the
availability of various theories5–8 and computational
studies.8–10 The study of Ref. 4 employed an electron impact
ionization source for filtering the energy of the original neu-
trals and detecting them as ions. The observed distributions
are affected by this ionization process, in part due to the
nonconstant probability of ionization, as pointed out by a
study of the neutral energy distribution at the powered elec-
trode of a rf argon discharge.11 This letter presents direct
time-of-flight �TOF� measurements of high energy neutrals
impinging on the cathode in argon dc glow discharges. The
variation in the energy distribution with discharge voltage is
characterized and compared to theoretical predictions and
Monte Carlo simulations. The results indicate that some
theories5–7 do not adequately describe neutral particle colli-
sions in the cathode sheath and hence do not capture the
neutral energy distribution for a broad range of discharge
conditions.

The measurements were made of argon neutrals drifting
parallel to the electric field direction, i.e., perpendicular to
the cathode of a dc discharge cell, as shown in Fig. 1. The
TOF apparatus is similar to that used to characterize ener-
getic neutrals generated in fusion edge plasmas and from
sputtering targets.12,13 The abnormal dc glow discharges are
generated in pure argon at a pressure of 0.5 Torr with a 6
�10−2 m diameter copper cathode, a stainless-steel anode,
and an electrode separation of 5�10−2 m. We have collected
data for a range of values for the voltage and current, five
combinations of which �350 V and 1.4 A m−2, 390 V and
2.0 A m−2, 460 V and 4.8 A m−2, 540 V and 8.3 A m−2, and
600 V and 13 A m−2� are selected for comparison to Monte
Carlo �MC� simulations. Energetic neutrals formed near the

cathode by charge exchange collisions with impinging ions
are sampled through a 1�10−4 m diameter orifice ��5
�10−5 m thick cathode foil�. The sampled beam is inter-
rupted by a high-speed �20 000 rpm� chopper, placed 3
�10−2 m downstream of the orifice, which contains a single
3�10−4 m wide slit �S1 in Fig. 1� on its blade, 4�10−2 m
from the rotational axis. The drifting neutral stream impinges
onto a 17 stage electron multiplier containing Cu–Be dyn-
odes, located 0.9 m downstream of the chopper. A second
�3�10−3 m wide� slit �S2� is placed in front of the electron
multiplier for improving temporal response. A positively bi-
ased grid �retarding grid �RG� in Fig. 1� is placed just down-
stream of the discharge cathode and the chopper to serve as
an ion filter, allowing only neutrals to pass into the drift
chamber and migrate towards the electron multiplier. It is
verified that the threshold grid voltage required to filter out
all of the ions is close to the discharge voltage, as expected.
For the results described here, the ion filter voltage is set to
at least 500 V higher than the discharge voltage. The solid
angle collected by the spectrometer, as limited by the slit in
front of the detector, is �7.5�10−5 sr. In comparing mea-
surements to MC simulations, we consider the particles pass-
ing through the cathode orifice within this limited solid
angle.

The drift chamber is pumped by two turbo molecular
pumps maintaining a pressure of less than �10−6 Torr during
the measurements. At this pressure, the argon mean free path
is longer than 50 m, so that the effects of collisions in the
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup for measuring neutral energy
distribution: anode �A�, cathode �C�, slits 1 and 2 �S1 and S2�, positively
biased ion RG, photo diode �PD�, and electron multiplier �EM�.
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drift chamber are negligible. A He–Ne laser modulated by
the same chopper is used as a timing reference for triggering
the oscilloscope, on which the TOF traces are recorded and
averaged. The zero-drift time is determined by the signal
corresponding to the detected photons from the discharge
observed with reverse polarity �so that the orifice is now on
the anode and there is little or no detected energetic neutral
signal�. The photon signal has a 5 �s rise time with a full
width at half maximum of 5 �s, as shown in Fig. 2. This
signal serves as an indication of the instrument broadening
and is used to deconvolve the TOF spectra.

Representative experimental �uncorrected� TOF spectra
for varying discharge voltage are shown in Fig. 2. The in-
creases in signal intensity and a shift in peak position to
shorter drift times with increasing voltage are apparent. The
corresponding energy spectra are obtained following decon-
volution and correction for the energy dependence of the
secondary electron emission of neutral argon on Cu–Be.14 It
is noteworthy that the secondary electron emission can de-
pend on surface conditions, as pointed out by Phelps and
Petrović.15 We have not pretreated or cleaned the Cu–Be
dynode for these studies and therefore employ the secondary
emission coefficient for untreated �native� Cu–Be surfaces,
as reported in Ref. 14. The secondary electron emission also
depends on energy, and the uncertainty in this energy depen-
dence is the main source of error in the analysis. A compila-
tion of the secondary electron emission of argon atoms inci-
dent on a range of untreated materials15 shows that the
coefficients �absolute and energy dependence� all fall within
a factor of 2 of each other in the high energy region �e.g.,
�100 eV�. In this regime, we thus believe that the coeffi-
cients used in our study are accurate to within a factor of 2.
In the low energy region ��100 eV�, scatter in the data de-
scribed in Ref. 15 precludes a certainty in the energy depen-
dence of our extracted distributions to be better than a factor
of �3. Also shown in Fig. 2 are the photon signal and the
600 V case deconvolved for instrument broadening using
this photon signal. As seen in the TOF spectra of Fig. 2, there
are weak peaks between 0–5 and 10–20 �s, the origin of
which is attributed to hydrogen and oxygen contamination,
perhaps as a result of sputtering of surfaces within the drift

section of the spectrometer. These peaks were not sensitive
to Ar flow rate and there was only weak optical emission
associated with hydrogen, and no emission due to oxygen,
from the discharge itself, reducing the likelihood that this
contamination originates in the discharge. These interfer-
ences precluded energy measurements beyond energies of
approximately 200 eV for the lowest discharge voltage case
shown �370 V� and about 500 eV for the highest discharge
voltage shown �600 V�. Operation of the discharge on he-
lium confirmed that there is no contamination from heavier
species that might overlap with the argon signal at lower
energy.

Figure 3 shows the converted neutral energy spectra
�thick lines�. The variation in neutral energy distribution with
discharge voltage is apparent, with a higher discharge volt-
age resulting in a more energetic high energy tail. The near-
linear variation in the logarithmic energy distribution is in-
dicative of an energetic tail that is close to Maxwellian. Thin
dotted lines in the figure represent this Maxwellian tail at the
labeled temperature. It is noteworthy, as mentioned above,
that high energies might be affected by contamination from
light elements such as H and O. The very low energy range
�e.g., �50 eV� is less accurate because of the low signal as a
result of low secondary electron emission yields and because
of the larger uncertainty in the secondary electron emission
coefficient employed in the data reduction, as mentioned
above.

The measurements are complimented by one-
dimensional MC simulations, represented by the symbols in
Fig. 3. The MC simulations use a sheath thickness and po-
tential distribution determined from the collisional form of
Child’s law,16 assuming a constant charge exchange cross
section �Qch� of 4�10−19 m2. In our MC simulations, par-
ticles collide in accordance with the energy-dependent colli-
sional cross sections proposed by Phelps et al.17–19 As seen
from Fig. 3, good agreement is obtained between the mea-
sured neutral energy distributions and those predicted by the
MC simulations. A closer comparison of the results of the

FIG. 2. Observed time-of-flight spectra for a range of discharge voltage,
deconvolved spectrum for 600 V, and the photon signal used for the decon-
volution process. TOF signals are normalized by the maximum value of the
spectra for the 600 V discharge case.

FIG. 3. Measured �thick lines� and MC simulations �symbols� of the neutral
argon energy distribution. The thin dotted lines are superimposed Maxwell-
ian distributions at the indicated temperatures, for comparison. Both the
measured and simulated distributions are for neutral atoms sampled over the
limited detection angle of the experiment.
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MC simulations, including the prediction of ion energy dis-
tributions, to the measurement and theory for the case of a
460 V discharge is provided in Fig. 4. Included in this figure
are the MC predictions of neutral energy distributions con-
sidering all neutrals �labeled as “all angles”� and those neu-
trals that drift within the collection solid angle of the detector
�labeled as “limited angles”�. Again, we see that the agree-
ment is quite good when limited angles are considered in the
simulations, consistent with the limited solid angle collection
of the experiment. Also shown in the figure are the theoret-
ical predictions for the neutral energy distribution7 based on
an extension of the theory of Abril et al.5,6 The values in the
index are ratios of the so-called cross section for stopping
neutrals by neutral-neutral collisions �Qs� to the cross section
for ion-neutral charge exchange Qch �=4�10−19 m2�.7 Qs

represents the probability that a neutral collision occurs, re-
sulting in a total loss of forward momentum. A value of zero
for this ratio implies that all high energy neutrals created by
charge exchange collisions arrive at the cathode without fur-
ther energy loss, in accordance with the approach of Abril et
al.5,6 We see that a value of Qs /Qch=0.2 seems to lead to a
similar distribution predicted by the MC simulations �consid-
ering all angles�, even though this theory does not account
for the scattering into shallow angles or energy exchange
between neutrals by collisions. However, while this value
provides agreement for the 460 V discharge case, a new
value for this cross section ratio is found to be needed to
obtain agreement at other discharge voltage conditions, i.e.,
there is no unique ratio of Qs /Qch that captures the trends
seen in all of the experiments, pointing to inadequacies in
this simple theoretical description.5–7 The theory by Hagelaar
et al.8, which derived the highest and lowest limits for the
neutral energy distributions through a rate equation based on
a local field model, is not considered in this letter, since the
use of a local field model may not be suitable for computing
energy distributions in the cathode sheath �except perhaps for
the very low energy portion of the ion energy distributions�,
where the electric field variation is significant. It is notewor-

thy that the ion velocities determined from the simulation are
found to be nearly parallel to the electric field �with a peak at
a small angle of �3°� and the energy-dependent cross sec-
tion used in the MC simulations results in good agreement
with the ion energy distribution determined using the theory
of Davis and Vanderslice1 modified by Budtz-Jørgensen
et al.2, as also shown in Fig. 4.

Revisiting Fig. 3, we draw attention to the MC simula-
tions of the neutral energy distribution �for neutrals scattered
over limited angles� and their comparison to the measured
distributions for the same limited angles. The agreement be-
tween experiments and MC simulations �which have, as an
input, the experimental discharge current and voltage� is re-
markable. In particular, it is noteworthy that the relative in-
tensity with varying voltage for either the predicted or mea-
sured distributions is not adjusted once the experimental
distribution for the 350 V case is scaled to overlap with that
simulated.

To summarize, this letter represents the first direct mea-
surement of the energy distribution of neutral particles inci-
dent onto the cathode of a dc glow discharge. The measure-
ments are in good agreement with MC simulations, although
in both cases, the forward angle of the neutrals considered or
sampled in the experiments is limited to the corresponding
solid angle of detection by the TOF spectrometer. While
simple theories using constant cross sections for charge ex-
change and forward momentum loss collisions provide some
agreement with experiments over a limited range of condi-
tions, these theories do not provide agreement over a broad
range of conditions. Further refinements in the MC simula-
tions would involve consideration of the differential cross
section for ion-neutral scattering collisions.
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FIG. 4. Representative MC simulations and theoretical predictions �Refs. 1,
2, and 5–7� of ion and neutral energy distributions and the measured neutral
energy distribution �0.5 Torr, 460 V, and 4.8 A m−2�.
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